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Mr Nice Seed Bank - Angel’s Breathe
To this day, the most silent but highest achieving plant coming out
of the MNS camp since Super Silver Haze is the Mango Haze. This
was made with the proven parent line that SSH came from as well
as a long line of pedigree winning and highly performing plants' The
flavor of the Mango Haze is so close to that of a ripe Mango you
feel to chew its aromas as you sample it'a classic plant that is clearly
selected for the terpenes it holds within its genetic make-up, since
its effect is as good as it gets.! It can be a little tricky with selection
but being thorough with the elements you feel to have in a plant, this
hybrid can make it all happen for a patient and meticulous grower
alike. It will be like finding a large gold nugget in a river bed once
you put in the time and do the selection work, however patience
will be required as it has the possibility to flower for up to 11 to 12
weeks.
Simply flower a clone coming from the seed mother to reduce the
flowering time as this is a tip that a lot of Haze growers recognized
independently since the onset of the internet helpdesks and forums.
For people who wish to adventure into a delicate world where
exquisite flavors and sensational highs are possible without being
in a hurry or without having to grow for commercial reasons
then this is a plant worthy to grace your gardens! Very highly
recommended for all growers who are ready to find something
special. An expected yield per square meter indoors would range
between 400-550 grams.
Outdoors and greenhouses will reward you with substantial yields
especially if this plant is tipped during its growing phase several
times. With a 50% Haze influence this is going to be a little more
challenging to grow and will need patience, but the rewards will be
more than worthwhile'a flower most all of us will be happy to bring
out for New Year or big events in time!
Link: www.kiwiland.com/cannabis-seeds/mr-nice-seed-bank/angels-breathe.html

Characteristics
Brand
Gender
Type

Mr Nice seed bank
Regular seeds
Greenhouse ; Outdoor ; Indoor
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Genetics
High
Flowering
Height
Yield

Very strong up high
80 - 90 days
150 - 175 cm
400 - 500 grams per m2

Price table
Product label
15 seeds (reg)

Product code
SMRN1110

Price exc.
74,38 euro

Vat
21.0 %
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Price inc.
90,00 euro

